Kalamazoo, Michigan. Mark Shook took fast time in the Landscape Forms Outlaw Super Late
Models with a time of 12.417 seconds. Monte Tolan won the heat race. The Randy’s Towing 50
saw a duel between track champions Adam Terry and Mark Shook. Terry moved into the lead
with 31 laps remaining and managed to keep Shook at bay until 6 laps remaining when Shook passed
him and captured the checkered flag. Adam Terry was the runner-up followed by Monte Tolan,
Matt Frazier and Zack Cook rounding out the top five. Mark Shook is the point leader.
The Hutcherson Construction Template Late Models feature was arguably the best race of the
night. Billy Shannon took fast time (13.576). Lucas Krick and Brent Drobny won the heat races.
Brent Drobny took the early lead in the 35-lap feature giving it up to Dylan Stovall with 24 laps
remaining. Four-time track champion Kenny Head had moved through the field and parked himself
behind Stovall trying to get around him. Head met with success with nine laps remaining and earned
his third checkered flag of the season. Dylan Stovall was the runner-up followed by Lucas Krick,
Billy Shannon and Buddy Head. Kenny Head is the point leader.
Matthew Elsey Jr. continues to make his mark in the O’Reilly Outlaw FWD class. Elsey Jr. drove
to a fast time of 15.052, won the heat race and then won the feature. A perfect night. Dave Leonard
Jr. gave him a run in the feature but was the runner-up in the 20-lap feature. Defending champion
Will Slaughter, John Munro and Kenny Wright rounded out the top five. Will Slaughter is the point
leader.
In the Spartan Insulation Zoo Stock, Ryan Diamond claimed quick time (16.759), flirting with the
16.750 fastest time allowable in the Zoo Stock. Summer Velasquez, Tim Gale and first-time winner
Scott Brooks won the heat races. Rodney Russell II won the B Feature. Summer Velasquez made
a second trip to victory lane by winning the 20-lap A feature against some formidable challenges.
Ryan Diamond was the runner-up followed by Tim Gale, Bryson Hosner and Logan Meade. Ryan
Diamond remains the point leader.
On June 17, it’s the Honor Credit Union weekly racing night with the Outlaw Super Late Models,
Street Stock, Outlaw FWD and the Zoo Stock all competing.

